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Abstract
Scene classification plays an important role in automated
surveillance applications including pedestrian detection,
indoor positioning, categorizing in semantic classes etc. The
capability of machine learning to process big data with high
speed make it suitable algorithm for supervised and
unsupervised image/video processing applications. The
scene classification processes large set of images to
categorized it and hence weight-age is given to machine
learning including in this paper. This paper provides indepth analysis of various machine learning based scene
classification techniques including Sparse representation,
Support Vectors Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), Convoluational Neural Networks(CNN),
Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM). The quantitative
comparison of all algorithms with reference to type of
datasets and corresponding accuracy are presented in the
paper. The paper concludes that Caltech dataset has been
used widely for performance testing and ResFeat algorithm
achieves highest accuracy amongst all algorithms.

classifiers

which

actually

process

With the machine learning, It is possible to fastly and
automatically produce models which can analyze complex,
bigger data and generate accurate, quick result on very large
scale.
The section 2 explain various algorithms of machine learnirng
for scene classifications. The different image dataset was
discussed in section 3. The section 4 covers various method
used for scene classifications. The comparision of accuracy
analysis for various dataset and methods were covered in
section 5. The section 6 discuss merits and demerits of various
methods.
Types of Machine Learning Algorithms for Scene
classifications
The Fig. 1 shows the various types of machine learning for
scene classification.
The Naive Bayes is a classification technique based on Bayes'
Theorem with a presumption of freedom among indicators.
This classifier is working with assumation that presence of
feautre in one class is non related with presence of other
feature. The decision tree has tree like flow chart structure.
The node indicate a test on the attribute, while the branch
indicate the output of test. The leaf nodes represent classes or
class distributions. K-nearest neighbors is a simple algorithm
that stores all available cases and classifies new cases based
on a similarity measure. For simple linear regression, the
single independent variable is used to decide the value of
dependent variable. For multiple linear regression, two or
more variable used then single independent variable.
Bootstrap aggregating is a machine learning ensemble metaalgorithm designed to improve the stability and accuracy
algorithms.

Keywords: Scene Classification, Sparse representation,
Support Vectors Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), Convoluational Neural Networks (CNN),
Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM)
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the world in a solitary look is a standout
amongst the most proficient accomplishments of the human
mind [1]. It will take few microsecond time to recognize the
object category using feedforward proceesing in visual
ordinary recognition. Scene Classfication is a core problem in
image understading. In past, there were various automatic
techniques for associating scenes with semantic labels which
can improve the computer vision applications like browsing,
retrieval, ojbect recognition [2]. The object recognition and
scene classification are particular piece of computer vision
which has numerous different genuine applications, going
from computer games to self driving autos. But, due to our
limitation to learn and remember diverser scene and its
category, this is not efficient system. Two steps are necessory
for accurate scene classification. The first step involve how to
extract effective representation from given visula input. Here,
The main requirment is to develop highly robust features with
less computational complexity [3]. The second step includes
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For supervised learning algorithm, The Support Vector
Machines (SVM) provides superior results. The SVM depend
on the hypothesis of choice planes that depict describe
decision boundaries [5, 6]. This is one that partitions among
set of objects includes diverse classes. The example for
objects fits either GREEN or RED class. The linear separator
clearly draws the boundary between class GREEN or RED.
Here, the linear separator is straight line that’s why known as
a linear classifier. This SVM tries to find the optimal and
effective hyper plane so that the classification error is
minimized.
The classes are totally mutually exclusive by definition. In
case of the mutually exclusive classes, classification taks is
minor. But when the classes are non-separable then classic
methods for classification may not performed well. Here, This
classification problem becomes non trivial. Classes are by
definition non separable in semantic scene and in medical
diagnosis. Such a problem demands a different treatment for
classification [7].
As shown in above Fig. 2, In unsupervised classification, first
step is to seperated data into groups with clustering. Then
further it is classify into groups. Then, next step is involving
to assing appropriate name to each group. This steps are
repetatively performed till the satisfactory output is not
achieved.
In supervised classfication, first step is to devide whole data
into training and testing image category. The statistical
descriptors is develope from the training dataset which is
further used for classfiying the testing images. The statistical
descriptors is modified using iteration till desired
classifciation accuracy is not achieved.

Figure 1: Various types of machine learning for Scene
classification

Unsupervised and Supervised are two main categories of
image classificiation. In Unsupervised classification, the
outputs are derived from software analysis of testing image.
While in Supervised classification, the system is firstly traing
using trainging images which is subset of the image dataset.
This traning knowledge is laterly used for classifying the
testing images.
Each counterfeit neural system comprises of numerous hidden
layers. Each hidden layer in the
manufactured neural system comprises of numerous nodes.
These nodes are interconnected usign incoming and outgoing
connections. This connections has itself adjustable and
indepened weight. Data is passed through these many hidden
layers one by one, and the output is evenactually interpreted
as different results.
The Input layer is contains Artificial Neurons which receive
input from the outside world. Using this input layer data, the
network will learn, recognize about or otherwise process.
Secondly, Output layer contains Artificial Neurons that
respond to the information about learning steps of learned any
task. Thirdly, Hidden layer is intermediate layer between
input and output layers. The transforming signal from input
side to output side is carried out by the hidden layer. As a part
of scene classification, the input layer processes the image
features and output layer gives the similarity values [4].

Figure 2: Block diagram of supervised and Unsupervised
learning [8]
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large set of images in comparison with other datasets. All
images are diversified and impose more challenging for scene
classification. The PASCAL datasets is one of the oldest
datasets. This dataset is largely used in object detection and
segmentation algorithms. They also provide the annotated
images to validate the algorithm’s result. Table 1 shows the
image dataset comparison for various parameters like image
size, number of classes, total images, etc.

Dataset for Scene Classification
Research organizations are intended to increase the diversity
along with categorization of the datasets to test and validate
algorithms. The dataset construction follows the four steps
where candidate images are reviewed by image search engine.
The reviewed images are enhanced and cleaned. Later, images
are annotated to generate the ground truth images. At final
stage, images are separated into various categories.
The Indoor dataset are covering a wide range of domains
including: leisure, working place, home, stores and public
spaces scene categories. The outdoor dataset are covering
urban dataset like campus, airport, lockout station, etc. And
nature dataset covers grassland, mountain, snowpark, etc.

Table1: Image Dataset Comparison
Dataset

Image
No of class Scene type
size
Total image
Calltech101 300 x 200 101
Indoor and outdoor
9146
intra class
appearance shape
variability
Caltech-256 300 x 200 256
Indoor and outdoor
30607
SUN
200 x 200 908
Indoor and outdoor
131067
Scene 15
300 x 250 15
2 Indoor and 54485
outdoor, gray images
scene 8
8
Outdoor scene,
2688
Clear images without
cluttering and
occlusion
UIUC Sports 8
Sports images
1539
PASCAL
20
Object classes,
11530
ROI Anoted and
segmented images
ImageNet
100000
Indoor and outdoor,
141197122 Foreground objecy
oriented
MIT Indoor 67
Indoor
67
15620

The Caltech-101 dataset contains 101 classes with high intra
class appearance shape variability. The 31 to 800 number of
images are varies per category and it has 9146 images.
Caltech-101 is likely the most diverse object database
accessible today. All images are occluded-less and clean. The
main disadvantage is clutter images feature and some
categories contain few sets of images. The Fig. 3 shows the
SUN dataset which consist of various indoor, urban and
nature subclass.

Technical Approach
Figure 3: Examples of scene categories SUN dataset [9]

Machine learning algorithm relies on extracted features from
the given datasets. Most popular features used for scene
classification are as follows: GIST, HOG2x2, Dense SIFT,
Local Binary Pattern, Sparse based SIFT histogram, line
features and texture features. These features are used to train
the system for the classification in supervised algorithm.

In the Caltech-256 dataset intended to cover the weakness of
Calltech101has total 30,607 images across 256 various
categories. The 80 to 800 number of images are varies per
category.

Because of the lack of discriminative features and contexts at
the high level, indoor scene classification is considered to be
one of the most difficult among different kinds of scene
classification task [10]. The most famous method used for
scene classification tasks is spatial pyramid representation
[11]. It is a simple and computationally efficient extension of
an order less bag-of-features image representation. But, this
method often fails to offer sufficient information of scene
without a proper high-level feature representation.

The Scene-15 dataset consists of COREL collection, personal
photographs, and Google Image Search. The 200 to 400
number of images are varies per category with average image
size of 300 × 250 pixels. This dataset had total 4,485 images.
The MIT-Indoor67 is difficult dataset then rest of dataset.
This dataset had total 15,620 images of over 67 indoor scenes.
The Scene Understanding Datasets (SUN) has total 908
classes with average of 100 set of images per class. It contains
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1)

Scene Classification
Neural Networks

with

Deep

instantiate this idea by training a deep CNN to perform basic
level object categorization first, and then train it on
subordinate level categorization. We apply this idea to
training AlexNet [14] on the ILSVRC 2012 dataset and show
that the top-5 accuracy increases from 80:13% to 82:14%,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the method. We also show
that subsequent transfer learning on smaller datasets gives
superior results.

Convolutional

The paper [12] has a goal to demostrate the CNNs can help
with the feature representation to extract high-level
information of an image scene and thus improve the scene
classification precision. They choose a CNN which is pretrained on ImageNet dataset (ImageNet-CNN) since it is a
large-scale general object recognition dataset. To utilize a pretrained ImageNet CNN and for the efficiency of the feature
extraction process, we use a popular library Caffe. For the
training process, the system takes all images in the training set
for each category as the input, use the ImageNet-CNN to
perform a prediction for each image. Rather than getting the
final 1000 length class prediction vector, they extract the
response of Fully Connected Layer (FC) 7 of the CNNs,
which is a 4096-dimensional vector contains 4096 response
values.

3)

Support Vector Machine

In 1930s, Fisher proposed a procedure for theory of linear
discriminants. The work of Frank Rosenblatt introduced
perceptron learning rule in 1956 which give the advancement
in fielf of artificial intelligence. In 1980s. Multilayer
Perceptrons (MLP) are introduced which is very slow in
learning. The SVM approach from is compared with the
Linear discriminant Analysis (LDA) system and the results
favor the SVM model with higher percentage of accuracy.
The improved techniques were developed over the year, such
as generative methods in [15-18] for modeling the cooccurrence of the codewords or descriptors, discriminative
codebook learning in [19-22] instead of standard unsupervised
K-means clustering, and spatial pyramid matching kernel
(SPM) [23] for modeling the spatial layout of the local
features.

An input image passes via ImageNet-CNN. The 4096 length
deep feature vectors of ImageNet-CNN are very useful for the
scene classification. They allot the one with most elevated
certainty score.

4)

Linear SPM based on sparse coding (ScSPM)

Author yang ad al. [24] proposed linear SPM based on sparse
coding (ScSPM) then traditional nonliearn SPM method
which
is
shown
in
Fig.
5.
Figure 4: The overview of system [12]

As shown in above Fig. 4, a selective search algorithm is
applied first to get roughly 2000 regions of interest for an
input image. Then they apply a pre-trained Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) on each region of interest to get a
deep feature vector of length. A three-level spatial pyramid
representation of the image with deep features is used to
create the final feature representation. At each level, for each
spatial bin, we use max pooling to get the largest feature value
of all the feature values of the regions of interest which fall
into that spatial bin, resulting in the final feature of length
4096*(1+4+16) as a high-level representation of the input
image. Then multiple one-vs-all linear SVMs are used to do
the scene classification.
2)

(a) Nonlinear SPM

(b) ScSPM

Figure 5: Schematic comparison of nonlinear SPM with
ScSPM [24]

Basic level categorization facilitates visual object
recognition

There has not been much research focused on linking CNNs
with guiding principles from the human visual cortex. The
paper [13] had idea of network optimization strategy inspired
by both of the developmental trajectory of children’s visual
object recognition capabilities and Bar (2003), who
hypothesized that basic level information is carried in the fast
magnocellular pathway through the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
and then projected back to inferior temporal cortex (IT),
where subordinate level categorization is achieved. We

Any image is represented using set of descriptors. Using
histogram and other statistics of descriptors, it is easy to
compute a single feature vector.
In SPM approach, Z is a concatenation of local histograms in
various partitions of different scales. Let zi denote the
histogram representation for image Ii. For a binary image
classification problem, an SVM aims to learn a decision
function from eq. 1 .
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𝑓(𝑧) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 𝑘(𝑧, 𝑧𝑖 ) + 𝑏

6)

(1)

The Bag of Visual Word (BoV) techniques are fundamentally
simple. But, the main disadvantage is lower effectiveness. In
opposition to it, kernel based metrics are more effective. But it
has disadvantage of greater computational complexity and
large memory requirements. This paper [26] demonstrates that
a unified visual matching framework can be developing to
include BoV and kernel based metrics both. This paper is
concentrated on effectively utilization of measure visual
similarity for local feature based representation. The
important role between feature pairs and their reconstruction
was played by kernel. Normally, the Euclidean distance or its
derivatives are used to define the kernel. The novel efficient
local coding based matching kernel (LCMK) method is
presented using the advancement in feature coding techniques.
This technique has advantages of both kernel based metrics
and BoV. This method is scalable visual matching for large
scale image sets operations. It also supports liner
computational complexity. This paper used famous dataset
like Caltech101, PASCAL VOC 2007, Caltech256 and
PASCAL VOC 2011 datasets.

where {(𝑧𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )}𝑛𝑖 = 1 is the training set. For a test image
represented by z, the image is positively classified if function
has positive value.
The approach of using linear SVMs based on SIFT was
proposed by this paper. The U is result of applying the sparse
coding to a descriptor set X and V is codebook to be prelearned and fixed. The eq. 2 is use for calculating image
feature.
𝑧 = 𝐹(𝑈)

(2)

Where the pooling function F is defined on each column of U.
The pooling function F as a max pooling function on the
absolute sparse codes by following Eq. 3.
𝑍𝐽 = max{|𝑢1𝑗 |, |𝑢2𝑗 |, … . , |𝑢𝑀𝑗 |}

(3)

Where Zj is the j-th element of Z, uij is the matrix element at ith row and j-th column of U. The number of local descriptors
is represented by M. This max pooling outperforms other
alternative pooling methods.
5)

Local Coding Based Matching Kernel Method

7)

Boosted Cross-Domain Dictionary Learning for
Visual Categorization

This paper [27] utilizes labeled data from other visual
domains as the auxiliary knowledge for enhancing the original
categorization learning system is presented. This paper
extends the idea of classical AdaBoost. It transfers AdaBoost
by integrating an auxiliary domain data representation
updating mechanism into the original iterative weight
updating mechanism of both algorithms. This framework
works better with a learned domain-adaptive dictionary pair.
Because of that both the auxiliary domain data representations
and their distribution are optimized to match the target
domain. While simultaneously generating some artificial data
in the auxiliary domain with iteration. The system gives more
credits to “similar” auxiliary domain samples. This paper
showed the effectiveness of the current method on multiple
transfer learning scenarios. The used image datasets were
Caltech-101 and UCF YouTube.

ResFeats: Residual Network Based Features for
Image Classification

This paper [25] proposes new image features which are
known as ResFeats which is shown in Fig. 6. This feature is
extracted from the last convolutional layer of deep residual
networks pre-trained on ImageNet. The applicability of it is in
various image applications namely, object classification,
scene classification. The result shows that ResFeats give
better accuracy than their CNN counterparts on these
classification tasks consistently. Because of the ResFeats are
large feature vectors, this paper propose to use PCA for
dimensionality reduction. Experimental results are provided to
show the effectiveness of ResFeats with state-of-the-art
classification accuracies on MLC datasets, Caltech-101 and
Caltech-256.

Comparative analysis of Accuracy
Table 2: Comparison results on Scene -15 dataset
Method
BOW(4000)
84706
SPM
BOW(400)
LLC
BOW(1000)
soft-coding

Figure 6: Evolution of classification pipelines [25]

Off-the-shelf ResFeats have the potential to replace the
previous classification pipelines and improve performance for
image classification tasks.

Average
Precision
82.53+0.34
82.33+0.64
81.4+0.49
81.31+0.43
81.09+0.43
80.91+0.38
76.67+0.39

The comparative analysis of accuracy is performed in two
part. Firstly, The accuracy comparision is done in Table 1 to
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Table 5: Comparison results on MLC dataset

Table 5 for different image datasetlike Scene-15, Caltech 101,
Caltech 256, etc.

Method
ResFeats-152 + PCA-SVM

The Table 6 demostrates overall accuracy comprasion for the
various methods.
Table 3: Comparision results on Caltech 256 dataset
Method

ScSPM [25]
KSPM [6]
KC [26]

Average
Average
Precision
Precision
(30 iterations) (60 iterations)
34.02+0.35
40.14+0.91
29.51+0.52
27.17+0.46
-

LSPM
ResFeats-152 + PCA-SVM
[28]
ResFeats-152 + sCNN [28]
ResFeats-50 + Scnn [28]
Zeiler & Fergus [29]
Bo et al. [28]
Sohn et al. [30]

15.45+0.37
79.5

16.57+1.01
82.1

78
75.4
70.6
48
42.1

81.9
79.3
74.2
55.2
47.9

34.1
-

79.3
77.6

kspm
ResFeats Res5c [25]
Chatfield et al. [31]

ResFeats-152 + sCNN classifier

80

ResFeats-50 + sCNN classifier

78.8

Mahmood et al.

77.9

ResFeats Res5c [25]

76.8

Khan et al.

75.2

Beijbom et al.

LCMK
O2P
FisherVector
BoV
HMP
LLC
Sparse Coding
NBNN [18]
MKL-GL (1)
VSKL

Table 4: Comparison results on MIT-indoor67

Cimpoi et al. [32]

Average
Precision

GMKL [39]
SimpleMKL [39]

81

ResFeats-152 + PCA-SVM [25]

75.6

Hayat et al.[33]

74.4

ResFeats-152 + sCNN classifier [25]

73.7

liu et al. [34]

71.5

Azizpour et al. [35]

71.3

ResFeats Res5c [25]

71.1

ResFeats-50 + sCNN classifier [25]

71.1

khan et al.[36]

70.9

zhou et al. [37]

70.8

Gong et al. [38]

68.9

Razavian et al.

58.4

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks [11]

68.3

l2 Normlization + Selective Search + Spatial Pyramid
[24]

68.29

Places-CNN feature

68.24

Selective Search + Spatial Pyramid

68.04

Entire Image CNN Features

59.95

ImageNet-CNN feature [12]

56.79

DPM+GIST-color+SP

43.1

Object Bank

37.6

74

Table 6: Comparision results on Caltech 101 dataset for 30
iterations
Method

Method

Average
Precision
80.8

level-MKL [39]
MKL-SIP (1) [39]
MKL-GL (2) [37]
MKL-GL (4) [39]
MKL-SMO
[39]

Average
Precision
80.2

Method
LLC

Average
Precision
71.25+0.98

79.3
77.8
76.9
76.8
73.4
73.2
73

BOW(4000)
Zhang et al.
KSPM
SPM
KC [26]
soft-coding
KSPM [6]

71.24+0.26
66.2+0.5
64.4+0.8
64.4+0.8
64.14+0.88
64.1+1.2
63.99+0.88

85.4+0.4
He et al.
85.3+0.6 ResFeats-152 +
sCNN
84.8+0.7 ResFeats Res5c
84.6+0.5 ResFeats-50 +
Scnn
84.4+0.4 Chatfield et al.
83.9+0.7 Zeiler & Fergus
80+0.6
Bo et al.
80+0.6 ResFeats Res5c

93.4
92.6
91.8
91.8
88.4
86.5
81.4
75.4

(2) 79.3+0.9

ScSPM [25]

73.2+0.54

MKL-SIP (2) [39] 79.1+0.6
MKL-SMO
(4) 79.0+0.5
[39]
MKL-SIP (4) [39] 77.5+0.5

ML+CORR
84706

69.6
72.78+0.32

BOW(400)

72.02+0.26

As show in Table. 2, BOW(4000) provide the supierer
accuracy for Scene 15 dataset. The Table 3. is clearly shows
that ResFeats-152 + PCA-SVM, ResFeats-152 + sCNN and
ResFeats-50 + sCNN provide the better accuracy in neutral
network techquies for the Caltech 256 dataset. From Table. 4,
The Cimpoi et al. provide the best accuracy for MIT-indoor67
dataset. The ResFeats-152 + PCA-SVM provide the best
accuracy for MLC dataset which shows by Table. 5.
As show in Table. 6, the method namely, GMKL, He et al.
and KSPM was give the best accuracy for the Caltech 101
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dataset. While in neutral network techquies, ResFeats-152 +
PCA-SVM, ResFeats-152 + sCNN and ResFeats-50 + sCNN
provide the better accuracy.

75
70
65
60

Table 7: Methods which give overall good accuracy
Method
ResFeats+ PCA-SVM
ResFeats-50 + sCNN

15-iterations

55

Accuracy
94.7

30-iterations

50

93

ScSPM

91.8

Sparse Coding

87.45

GMKL

85.4

Figure 9: Accuracy chart for Caltech 101dataset

SPM

81.4

BOW

80.91

Adaptive Aggregating Multiresolution
Feature
LCMK

80.2

As shown in above Fig. 10, it is clearly shows that method
with 60 iteration were give better output then the method with
30 iteration. The ResFeats-152 + PCA-SVM, ResFeats-152 +
sCNN and ResFeats-50 + sCNN method were provide good
accuracy then rest of the methods.

80

From Table 7, the CNN based ResFeats technique provide
highest accuracy then other techquies.

100
80
60
40
20
0

85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45

30-iterations
ScSPM
LSPM
ResFeats-152…
ResFeats-152…
ResFeats-50 +…
Zeiler & Fergus
Bo et al.
Sohn et al.

DISCUSSION

60-iterations

Figure 10: Accuracy chart for Caltech 256 dataset

100
95
90
85
80
75
70

Figure 7: Average accuracy chart for various dataset
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 11: Average Accuracy chart for various methods

It is clearly shows from Fig. 11 that "ResFeats+ PCA-SVM“
method provide the superior classification accuracy then rest
of the method.

Figure 8: Number of mehods for various dataset
The Fig. 7 show the average accuracy which were achived for
various dataset. The Fig. 8 show the total number of various
methods whichare analysed for different dataset.

The MLP has adaptive learning on given training data and not
have any assumation for underlying probability denstiy
functions which make it best suitatable candidate for gesture
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